What We Offer
Build and host composite microservices that
can be published as managed APIs.
WSO2 API Manager facilitates integrating different
service components, building APIs, and exposing
them to consumers.

Manage the full API lifecycle
From design to testing and prototyping to deployment
and deprecation, you can manage the entire lifecycle
of your web services from one platform.

First-class support for RESTful, GraphQL,
and streaming APIs
Manage RESTful, GraphQL, and streaming APIs from a
single interface to create a portfolio of digital assets
for developers to consume.

CI/CD workflows

API Manager
The #1 open-source,
complete platform for
building and managing
APIs with your control.

Full API access to our management tool empowers
DevOps teams to implement custom CI/CD workflows
for automated API management and deployment
scenarios.

Enhanced security for APIs
Supports standard authentication protocols including
OAuth, OID, and basic authentication enhanced with
fine-grained access control policies plus AI-driven bot
and anomaly detection.

Scalability and Customizability

WSO2 API Manager is a complete

Our cloud-native API management and microservices

platform for building, integrating,

gateway fit your architecture to allow you to deliver

and exposing digital services as
managed APIs. It helps to unlock
the true potential of API-led
integration to drive your digital
transformation strategy without
any hassle.

value at scale and customize the solution to your
technical strategy.

Create value-added digital services to
different market segments
Package, publish, and promote your digital services as
monetizable assets to generate direct revenue,
enhance strategic partnerships, and add continuous
value to your customers.

Support for a range of deployment options
Deploy to the cloud, to your private data center, to
managed cloud-native hosts, or anywhere you need to
deliver your digital transformation goals.

Analyst Recognition
WSO2 API Manager named

a Leader

Unlock the true potential of
API-led integration

in The Forrester Wave™: API
Management Solutions, Q3 2020

24/7/365 support across the globe
24x7
Get professional support from qualified engineers
whenever you need it in your timezone.

Read the report here

Backed by 15+ years of experience

WSO2 named

Market Champion, Technology
Leader, and Overall Leader
in the KuppingerCole API
Management and Security Leadership
Compass, 2019

Strong track record of customer success across
multiple industries.

Global presence
Established global partner network helping support
customers around the world

Powered by open-source values
and the community

Read the report here

Transparency of the codebase and a large community
of developers and users increases the lifetime value

Our Customers

of your investment.

About
R

Founded in 2005, WSO2 enables the composable
enterprise. Hundreds of the world’s largest
corporations, top universities, and governments now
rely on WSO2’s open-source, cloud-native solutions to
drive their digital transformation—executing over 6
trillion transactions annually. Using WSO2 for API
management, integration, and customer identity and
access management, these organizations are
Learn more about

harnessing the full power of their APIs to securely

WSO2 API Manager here

deliver the digital services and applications powering
their businesses.

